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Ad hoc networks of mobile devices have posed challenges never seen before in conven-
tional wired networks. In conventional wired networks, the use of trusted third parties or
Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) has worked quite well. However, in ad hoc networks of
mobile devices, there is no PKI that can cover all devices and scenarios at a reasonable
cost[6]. In addition, these networks are usually created among devices that share no secrets
nor know each other’s identity.

The lack of a PKI that is both sufficiently universal and sufficiently available to cover all
scenarios or presence of trusted third parties holding pre-shared secrets in ad hoc networks
has forced researchers to look for alternative ways in which secure device association can be
achieved in such environments. A common denominator among the proposed alternatives is
the use of an out-of-band (OOB) or empirical channel [5].

The use of two channels has been proposed: one is a high bandwidth channel which is
subject to the Dolev-Yao attacker model1 [1] where messages that are public are exchanged
between associating devices. The second channel is a low bandwidth out-of-band or empirical
channel, which is not subject to the Dolev-Yao attacker model, through which messages that
need integrity and or secrecy are exchanged.

On the normal channel, usually public keys are exchanged. These keys could be long
term keys or ephemeral depending on the application. Assuming that the information ex-
changed on the normal channels are public keys, either one device whose key needs to be
authenticated sends its public key to the other device(s) or all devices involved exchange
their public keys.

The requirement on the empirical channel, that it should not be subject to the Dolev-Yao
model of attack, has attracted much attention directed at finding ways in which it could be
achieved. One proposal is based on the fact that two interacting human beings have a certain
level of trust between them even though their devices have no previous association. In order
to bootstrap security on the devices, the already existing human trust can be transferred to
their devices. To this regard, humans are required to transfer information between devices
that they identify as required to establish an association.

However, these proposals suffer from what will be termed here as the weakest link prob-
lem. Humans have, for some time now, been identified as the weakest link in a security chain
[7, 8]. This is because, in many instances, security is not a primary goal for users [9] and
any attempt to distract users from their primary goal in order to ’do security’ may result
in security being ignored or done only to get the primary goals achieved. Essentially, any
security proposal that exerts mental and or physical workload on human users is likely to
suffer from the weakest link problem.

The major challenge on the empirical channel is finding a trade off that achieves the
required level of security for the amount of effort human users put into it. Examples of some
of the proposals of implementing an empirical channels include comparing short strings [2,
3], and using an auxiliary device such as a camera phone [4] to transfer data between devices.
1 Under the model, the attacker has control over the network; he can overhear, block, modify or

insert messages on the channel.



However, these proposals not only demand human effort but also high degree of attention
from users in order to achieve secure device associations. As a result some of these proposals
are vulnerable to insecure actions from users, some demand too much effort from users such
that they risk not being accepted in daily use while some are promising.

A usability study comparing some of the proposed methods has revealed some serious
challenges to these proposals. These challenges are not only usability, but also security. They
are as a result of the failure to design protocols around would be human users.

The study was conducted by recruiting participants to use a prototype of a mobile peer-
to-peer payment system running on two mobile phones. Each participant interacted with
all methods in the study. Objective data was collected by logging the number of errors and
completion times while subjective data was collected through questionnaires and interviews.

Contrary to what most proponents of various methods claim, the results show that
many of these methods are an ’added complication’ that could result in usability problems
and or security failures. Some of these methods, however, offer some strengths that cannot
be ignored hence requires improvements and further investigations. Laboratory user studies
have a weakness in that they may not reflect what is possible in a real world setting. However,
this turned out to be one of the strengths of this study since in real world applications there
are more challenges and if these methods can show weaknesses in an environment with fewer
challenges then more could be found otherwise.

Future work will focus on developing a framework under which empirical channels that
are both usable and secure may be developed. A number of factors that could help in
developing this framework have already been identified. The major challenge is that the
amount of data that has to be transmitted on the empirical channel entirely depends on the
design of a particular protocol and as such no single empirical channel method may cover
all protocols but rather a framework that would help decide what to use is necessary.
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